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Poetry... is a more philosophical and a higher

thing than history; for poetry tends to express the universal, history the

particular (ix).
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“She ruled by her own right

at the sovereign of the lichchavis.”
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M. H. Abrams 

“The Prose romance, ... has as Precursors the chivalric romance of

the middle ages and the gothic novel of the later eighteenth century

... it tends to be set in the historical past, and the atmosphere is such

as to suspend the reader’s expectations based on everyday experi-

ence. The plot of the prose romance emphasizes adventure, and is

frequently cast in the form of the quest for an ideal....” (A glossary of

Literary Tems Harcourt College Publishers, Indian reprint 2001,

p. 192)
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“goddess of sovereignty of her

own accord, selected him as her husband, having in succession discarded

all other princess.” 
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was sung in every region (Ibid, p. 25)
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‘‘Women even sometimes took part in war - Akkadevi (sister of

chalukya king Jaysimha II) fought battles ... Umadevi, queen of Hoysala

King Virballala II led two campaigns ...)’’









   







 





   







          













 





  

        



























        

        



        



 

  

   





















 









        





 

History of Bengal 

‘‘On the basis of the tradition recorded in MMK. We may hold that

after the anarchy and confusion caused by the invasion of

Bhaskarvarman has subsided, and a son of Sasanka had vainly tried

to reestablish the fortune of his family, the kingdom passed into the

hands of Jaynaga.”



‘‘It is just possible that Jaynag ruled after the death of Sasanka and before

conquest of Karna Subarna by Bhaskar Varman.’’

















    









  

    

        















          































 

    































 









‘‘After the death of Soma the Ganda Political system was reduced to

mutual distrust, raised weapons and mutual jealously - One (king)





for a week; another for a month; then a republican constitution - such

will be the daily condition of the country on the bank of the Ganges

where houses were built on the ruins of monasteries. Thereafter

Soma’s (Sasanka’s) son Manava will last for 8 months 5(1/
2
) days.”
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‘‘History of Bengal (Vol I) On the basis of the tradition re-

corded in MMK. We may hold that after the anarchy and confusion

caused by the invasion of Bhaskaravarman had subsided, and a son

of Sasanka had vainly tried to reestablish the fortune of his family

the Kingdom passed into the hands of Jaynaga.’’
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famous establishment” (R.C. Majumdar (ed), History of Bengal, Vol-I, p.

414) 
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(R.C. Majumdar, usurpation of his kingdom by his minister, p. 80)

       









 











 









 













   





   



















“On account of their mutual Jeal-

ousies, rivalries and conflicts the nobles brought ruin to their country.”

    

  





   









          

           

       

         







   

        









 

  



















 

 



 

 

 

 

     

     

































 



(R.C. Majumdar,

This is the generally accepted view thong, p. 145)  

          

  







 

   





(R.C. Majumdar, This is the gener-

ally accepted view thong, Mr. J.C. Ghosh places it in 1039 A.D., p. 144)









  





 



(RC Majumdar, P. 145) 





(it seems that at first Karna defeated Nayapala, p. 144)

    

        

 

  













“Unmindful of his health even at the

risk of his life Atisha again and again crossed the rivers that lay between

the two kingdoms.”
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‘‘Tshul khrim gyalwa,

also known as Vinaydhara ... procceded to Vikramsila with the mission.’’





 

        





“Dapankara was very much moved

when he heard the news of the king’s death under tragic circumstances. He

consented to pay a visit to tibet ...”  

    



    



  

   











      

(Chief of the monastery)











Ratnakar discarded the idea. 





“Without Atish India will be in darkness. He Holds the key of many

Institutions. In his absence many monasteries will be empty. The loom-

ing sign prognosticate evil for India. Numerous Turushks (Muham-

madans) are invading India, and I am much concerned at heart.”

       

   











          

















    





“The treaty

was merely an interlude, and karna once move directed his arms against the





palas during the reign of Vigrahapala III (1055-1070)”  

  



(R.C. Majumdar, p. 146) 



“in this second expedition, too, karna, inspite of initial success,

ultimately suffered defeat. 

perhaps a peace was concluded, and the

alliance was cemented by the marriage of karna’s daughter with

vigrahapal III.”
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...he accompanied the kalchuri king karna in his expedition against Ben-

gal. 









 

        















         





          



   



“Vajravarman,

the first ancester named in the grant, is not refered to as King.” 
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Filled up the narrative of caeser’s doings with fanciful details

such as the names of the persons he met on the way, and what

he said to them, the construction would be  arbitrary : it would

be in fact the kind of construction which is done by an histori-

cal vonelist.
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nism) Ronen, Ruth The narrative time line is not

one monolithic sequence : the time line is segmented into a foreground and
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Georg Lukacs

‘The Historical Novel’ 



“It drew the attention of writers to the conerete (i.e., historical) significance

of time and place, to social condition and so on, it created the realistic, liter-

ary means of expression for portraying this spatiotemporal (i.e. historical)

character of people and circumstances.” (Georg Lukacs, The Historical Novel,

Translated from the German by Hannah and stanley Mitchell, p. 18)
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E.M. Forster ‘Aspects of the Novel’ Plot 

 ‘‘We have defined a story as a narrative of events arranged in their

time-sequence. A plot is also a narrative of events, the emphasis falling on

causality. 'The king died and then the queeen died' is a story the king died,

and then the queen died of grief' is a plot.’’ (p. 75.)
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